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Abstract
This paper presents a extraction and optimization method for a set of
electrical parameters of the EKV MOSFET Model. Electrical simulation are
presented in order to compare the accuracy of the foundry supplied model and
the extracted and optimized parameters with the experimental data.
1 Introduction
The electrical simulation is one of the most important phases during the design of
integrated circuits. In the case of analog circuits, the resulting analysis must be accurate, and
the device models used in the simulators must satisfy several criterias. Recent trends
emphasize some aspects of MOS modeling for low-voltage digital and analog circuit design.
Particularly, the necessity to realistically model the operation of the MOS device in the weak
and moderate inversion regions, which have been ignored by most designers for years, has
become very important. The advent of deep submicron devices created additional difficulties
for modeling short-channel effects and sizing dependency. Moreover, the increase in
frequency of operation has passed the limit of validity of quasi-static models and introduced
a need for realistic but yet computationally efficient, non-quasi-static models for circuit
simulation. The availability of a good MOS transistor model has thus become an important
issue for the efficient design and simulation of high performance analog and mixed-signal
integrated circuits. The EKV Model has recently found a larger availability as a publicdomain model, and a growing number of analog designers are using it in the academic
research as well as in the industrial environments. The quality of the parameters extraction
method is fundamental for the usefulness of the simulation model. The objective of the
parameter extraction is to obtain a single parameter set which covers all the geometries and
device operating regions. In next sections are described the EKV parameters extraction
methodology, an optimization tool and electrical simulations using the extracted and
optimized parameters.
2 The EKV Model
The EKV MOSFET model is oriented to the design and simulation of analog circuits,
high speed digital circuits, mixed mode circuits and low voltage using sub-micron CMOS
technology. It is formulated as a “single expression”, which preserves continuity of first- and
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higher-order derivatives with respect to any terminal voltage, in the entire range of validity of
the model. The symmetry of the transistor is preserved by referring all voltages to the local
substrate. The state of any point of the channel of a transistor is controlled by Vp- Vch, where
the non-equilibrium voltage Vch, simply called channel “potential” is produced by drain and
source voltages VD and VS, and Vp is the pinch-off voltage depending only on the gate voltage
VG. A general expression for the current is obtained in this model, assuming the mobility is
independent of the x and y axis: ID = If(Vp,VS)-Ir(Vp,VD), valid for the weak inversion and the
strong inversion regions. A complete description of the EKV model can be found in
[BUC99]. The extraction techniques presented in this paper concentrate on the parameters
that describe the intrinsic part of the MOSFET.
3 Extraction and optimization of the EKV parameters
There are several extraction approaches for the EKV model parameters. In
[GOM96a], a strategy for extraction and optimization of the EKV model parameters was
developed. The measurement system for MOSFET parameter extraction is based on the
semiconductor analyzer HP 4145B and the SGC software [WIR94].
This work presents the same strategy mentioned above to extract the EKV MOSFET
model version 2.6 [BUC99]. For the extraction and optimization were used NMOS
transistors with L=6µ, 1.2µ and W=51µ fabricated in 0.5µ CMOS technology from MOSIS.
First, an estimation of the parameters VTO, GAMMA, PHI, KP, THETA, UCRIT was made
using incremental characterization of the collected DC current data. For COX and XJ
parameters the nominal values were used and for the others parameters, default values .
Table 1 – EKV parameters values extracted and optimizated.
PARÂMETER

SYMBOL

DEFAULT

Parallel multiple device number
Series multiple device number
Oxide Capacitance
Junction depth
Threshold voltage
Body effect parameter
Bulk Fermi potencial
Transcontuctance paremeter
Mobility reduction coefficient
Longitudinal critical field
Channel width correction
Channel length correction
Depletion length correction

COX
XJ
VTO
GAMMA
PHI
KP
THETA
UCRIT
DW
DL
LAMBDA
WETA
LETA

0,7e-3
0,1e-6
0,5
1
0,7
50e-6
0
2e6
0
0
0,5
0,25
0,1

INITIAL
VALUE
3.5938e-003
2.0000e-007
0,72682
0,66978
0,86465
2.4926e-004
0,18635
1.5478e+007
0
0
0,5
0,25
0,1

OPTIMIZATED
VALUE
3.5938e-003
2.0000e-007
0.69039
0.70781
0.93982
1.1399e-004
0.1676
2.5695e+005
1e-10
1.669e-9
2.0761
0.25
0.4944

UNIT
F/m²
m
V
V1/2
V
A/V²
1/V
V/m
m
m
-

After that, it is necessary a parameter fitting procedure. The fitting consists in the
optimization of the parameters, using the initial values, by fitting the modelled and the
measured drain current. The relative error between measured and modelled data must be
computed. Therefore, a direct search optimization algorithm was developed using this
strategy [GOM96a]. The simplex method for non linear optimization was used. This
algorithm creates points of geometrical ‘simplex” using initial values of the parameters with
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a small perturbation and a function of each parameter is evaluated in every point. The final
routine allows to make not only a global optimization but a local optimization.
The best optimization sequence strategy developed by [GOM96a] is used here. For a long
channel device, with L=6µ and W=51µ, the extraction is made in two steps: 1) in weak
inversion, VTO, GAMMA and PHI must be optimized using ID vs. VG curve characteristics;
2) in strong inversion, KP and THETA must be optimized using ID vs. VG curve
characteristics. After that, a short channel device, with L=6µ and W=51µ, must be used: 3)
in weak inversion DL and WETA must be optimized using ID vs. VG curve characteristics;
4) in strong inversion, UCRIT must be optimized using ID vs. VD curve characteristics; and
finally, 5) LAMBDA must optimized using ID vs. VD curve characteristics. The ID vs. VG
curve characteristics have 61 points, VD=0.05V and VS=0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1V. . The ID
vs. VD curve characteristics have 61 points, VS=0.V and VG=1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3V. The other
parameters are kept fixed. The resulting values are shown in Table 1.
4 Simulation
In order to evaluate the extracted parameters, electrical simulations are required.
Figure 1 shows some simulations results using MATLAB tool with the parameters shown in
Table 1.

(a)
(b)
Figure 1 –Comparison between measured and simulated curves (a)ID vs. VG (b)ID vs. VD
5 Future Work and Conclusion
The public domain EKV MOSFET model is presently available in several
commercial circuit simulators. This model includes the most important properties for a good
MOS simulation model, such as accuracy and continuity on all operation regions, which
makes it suitable for analog design. A parameter extraction methodology for this model has
been presented, based on the work in [GOM96a]. Experimental data validate the static
model and the associated parameter extraction and optimization.
These extracted and optimized parameters will be used to improve the transistor
model and will be used for electrical simulations of several transistors and functional blocks,
such as operational amplifiers, comparators. and specifically for TAT transistor on the SOT
arrays [GAL94].
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